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again. Similarly let V be increased by c'. Let da be an element of the area of a barrier placed anywhere across the ring-like cavity. Let s be an arc measured from the barrier round the ring to the barrier again, say from. s = 0 to s = Z. Consider the part of the boundary formed by the two sides of the barrier; remembering that dn is measured outwards, we have dn= -ds for the side denned by s = 0, and dn = ds for the side s = l. We thus have, when we integrate over both sides of the barrier,
Supposing V and V to be solutions of Laplace's equation, Green's theorem, becomes
where along the surface S, dn is measured outwards, and across the barrier ds is measured in the positive direction round the ring.
163.   Ex. 1.   Let F, V represent as before any two functions of (x, y, z), and let a be a third finite function of the same variables.    Beginning with
dx dx      dy dy      dz   dz show, by the same succession of integrations as in Art. 149, that
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and - 47T/>' represents a similar expression with V written for F.    This is Kelvin's extension of Green's theorem.    See Thomson and Tait, Part i., p. 167. Ex. 2.   If F, F' be two solutions of the differential equation & ( 0«ZF\      d f zdv\     d f *dv\    n
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and if also F= V at all points of a closed surface S, prove that F= V throughout the enclosed space.
Let u—V- V, then u also is a solution of the differential equation. Writing u for both F, V in the general theorem of Ex. 1, we have
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The right-hand side is zero since u vanishes at all points of the surface S. But the left-hand side is the sum of a number of positive quantities and cannot be zero unless each vanishes. Thus du/dx, du/dy, dujdz are each zero at all points inside /S, i.e. the function u is a constant. Since it is given equal to zero at the surface S, it must be zero at all points within S. Lejeune Dirichlet uses a similar argument in Crelle, xxxn. 1844.
This differential equation is of great importance in the analytical theory of heat.
Ex. 3. Show in the same way that if dVldn = dV'ldn at all points of the surface S, then F= V throughout the space enclosed. [Here da/dn^O.]
Ex. 4. If both F and F', besides being solutions of the differential equation, also satisfy the equation dV/dn= -kV at all points of S, where /c is a function of the coordinates which is always positive, prove that F= F'. [Here the right-hand side of Ex. 2 would otherwise be negative.]
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